COVERED
BY FIESTA
||Legacy Series

Fiesta’s new generation of tents,
a perfect addition to our current
designs.

With its curved lines, the Legacy Series boasts
aerodynamic qualities and an innovative look that
is sure to draw the eye of everyone in the industry.
This tent expands in both width and length without
compromising solidity, all the while minimizing
the number of additional parts required.
Combining the advantages of frame tents and
clear span structures, this product will no doubt
add value to anyone’s tent rental inventory.
Features include kedered roofs and walls, curved
beam arches, rigid connectors and frame assembly without any nuts or bolts.
In addition, this tent line can be set up as a frame
tent or as a clear span structure.

WARNING
This product has been manufactured for use as a temporary
structure. For the safety of all occupants, evacuation is recommended if threatening weather occurs or if there is any doubt
concerning the safe use of this product.
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MANUFACTURED BY

FIESTA TENTS LTD.

TECHNOLOGY

FEATURES

Anodized aluminum frame assembly composed
of a 2 5/16 ” x 3 1/2 ” extruded box beam
Self-standing structure
Rigid connectors
Clear anodized finish on all aluminum components
All steel components with galvanized or zinc plated
finish
No nuts or bolts required for frame assembly
Anchoring directly in tent upright base plates with
or without guy outs
Expandable structure in width and length
10’ arches convertible into 20’ and/or 30’ arches
by adding rafter extensions

OPTIONS

Standard bays in increments of 15’ and 10’
Vinyl tops integrated to the extruded aluminum frame
(sliding “kedered” tops)
Vinyl walls integrated to the extruded aluminum frame
(sliding “kedered” walls) with median divider (2 pcs)
Vinyl walls with or without wall bars
Compatible with Solara series vinyl walls

Solid frame structure composed
of a 2 5/16 ” x 3 1/2 ”
extruded aluminum box beam

2 5/16”

3 1/2”

CERTIFICATION
OF ENGINEERING

COMMERCIAL TENT DOORS
Modularly double and single door system,
tempered glass or rigid PVC panels available.
See other technical sheet for more details.

VINYL CHOICES
Tops and walls:
1. Laminated white translucent or B/O vinyl
2. Coated white translucent or B/O vinyl
3. Colored vinyl
4. Digitally printed vinyl

Less parts
Very versatile
New extrusion
Easier and faster installation
Structure with guy outs or side/roof steel cable
bracing (bracing required when installed as self
standing clear span)
Gable end frame
Engineered to building code: ASCE 7-02

Legacy 10’

Legacy 20’

Legacy 30’

Standard side height

8’6’’

8’6’’

8’6’’

Standard ridge height

11’3’’

14’3’’

17’3’’

9’5’’ / 10’

19’5’’ / 20’

29’5’’ / 30’

Additional bays
center to center

10’ - 15’

10’ - 15’

10’ - 15’

Maximum expandability

20’ - 30’

30’

30’

Width inside uprights / width outside uprights

Types of walls:
Vinyl walls are offered with or without pass pole
pockets.
1. Solid white or colored
2. Cathedral / French window
3. Clear window
4. Arched window
(Hard walls; rigid PVC or glass also available)

Structure details

1

3

2

4

Standard widths & available dimensions

10’
20’
30’

